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INTRODUCTION: 

In 1973 the Yukon Came Branch started a series of game surveys 

with the aim to obtain gradually a complete inventory of the 

Yukon's wildlife resource. Such an inventory is necessary for 

the proper management of this resource. No intensive surveys 

have ever been conducted in the Yukon except for a few in areas 

that do not receive any hunting pressure as in the Kluane Game 

Sanctu~ry (Pearson, 1972; Hoefs, 1973, 1974) or in the northern 

Yukon in relation to a proposed pipeline (Calef and Lortie, 1971; 

Renewable i,esources, 1971). Only $10,000 were available for 

this first survey and therefore the area selected was of necessity 

small. Experience indicated that perhaps no other area in the 

Yukon receives a more intense hunting pressure than the south

central Yukon, a region bordered by' the Alaska Highway in the 

north, the Ilaincs Road in the west, the Carcross Road in the 

east, and tile Yukon - ll. C. border in the south. This assumption 

was recently supported by the return of hunter's questionnaires. 

Even thollgJI this area has a size of only about 4300 square miles, 

or about :2.1'% of the surface area of the Yukon, almost 1/2 of the 

total number of sheep shot by residents came out of this area 

as well as about lS'%, of the moose during the 1973 season. It 

was then-'fore realized thut all inventory was more urgently needed 

here than ililywhere else. 
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METHODS AND MATERIALS: 

Previous investigations by the writer (Hoefs, 1973, 1974) 

had indicated that the most appropriate times to do reliable 

surveys for moose was in late winter (February, March), when 

90% of the animals are concentrated in the valleys, and as far 

as sheep and goats are concerned, the best time is late summer, 

when all animals are in alpine altitudes well above the tree 

and shrub zones and when all of the snow has melted away. 

July and August are appropriate times for such surveys, but 

as far as this project was concerned, it was limited to 

June and July since an August survey would interfere with 

hunting. 

. 
Surveys were done with a small helicopter (Bell G-2), on a 

few occasions a Jet Ranger and a fixed-wing aircraft (Cessna 

180) were used. Survey methods used were modified from 

Giles (1969) to suit our particular terrain types as well as 

budget limitations. All surveys were done by the writer, at 

times assisted by various Game Guardians and temporary 

employees of the Game Branch. Detailed reports for each 

individual flight are attached as an appendix to this paper 

and will not be repeated here. 

The status of the game animals in the area (moose, sheep, 

goats, caribou and grizzly) will be discussed individually. 

Afterward the present degree of exploitation will be 

evaluated and recommendations for future management will be 

made. 



WINTER MOOSE SURVEYS 

Winter surveys were done in late winter when the majority of 

moose are concentrated at low elevations. The 1972/73 winter was 

exceptionally mild with little snow. Moose were still seen in the 

sub-alpine shrub zone throughout December and in early January. By 

late January most of them had moved into the valleys where they 

stayed till late March. In early April many moose were again seen 

at high elevations. It is therefore recommended that all future 

moose surveys be done in February and March. 

The tot;!l size of this survey area is about 4300 square miles. 

Mountains above the 4500 feet contours make up about 1810 square 

miles. The 4500 feet contour was used as the upper limit of 

potentLll moose range, since it is the altitudinal limit of tall 

shrubs. lven though the odd moose may be encountered on occasion 

at alpine elevation, above 4500 feet, our observations indicate 

that most moose stay within the sub-alpine tall shrub zone. Lakes 

in the <lrVd make up 130 square miles. 

This Ie,lv,'s <l tutH! u[ (/j JtH) - UHO - l30) 2360 square miles 

of potential moose habitat ill this intensive survey area. This 

moose rant',e was divided into three habitat cla sees (see accompanying 

Map I for details). 

1. Potential moose range with a winter density of one mooSe 

per 10 square mi les. This range is summer and year-rollnd 

range of low density. 

2. Good moose winter range with densities of one moose per 

square mi leo 

3. Critical winter range where moose are very concentrated 

in late winter with densities of up to two moose per 

square mile. 

The densities were established from counts made during flights over 

these 3 habitat types, supplemented by information from the Kluane 

area (Hoefs, 1973). 



The following Table I lists the good and the critical winter 

ranges which are numbered on Map I. 

TABLE: I 

Critical and Good Moose Ranges in South-central Yukon 

Critical moose winter range with densities of up to two moose 

per square mile. 

Number 
on Map Location Size 

1 Lower Dezadeash Valley 22.5 square 

2 Upper Dezadeash Valley 10.0 " 
3 Pond Creek Valley 6.0 II 

4 Mendenhall River flats 22.6 " 
5 North Dezadeash Lake shore 16.7 " 
6 K1uhini River Valley 10.0 " 
7 Southeast De;::adeash Lake shore 6.7 " 
8 Frederick Creek 10.0 " 
9 Frederick Lake 10.0 " 

10 Upper Watson River Valley 15.8 " 
11 Coal Lake flats 4.2 ff 

12 Annie Lake flats 6.5 " 
Slim of 141.0 square 

Average to good moose habitat with densities of one moose per 

square mile. 
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Based 011 these habitat sizes, the moose population in this 

survey area was estimated to be: 

280 moose on critical winter range 

290 moose on good range 

190 moose on the remaining marginal ranges 

760 Total 

This estimate of 760 moose for the area must be considered 

conservative. We were not able to fly all regions and more 

critical and good moose ranges in the area will be located 

and mapped in the future. The total number of moose in this 

area may therefore be well between 800 and 1000. 

If other areas in the Yukon are similar to this one in 

distribution of critical, good and marginal ranges and if 

moose d,'ns i tiC's are simi lar, we wi 11 have between 30,000 

and 40,000 moose in the Yukon and the animal harvest of 

1500 and 2000 is insignificant. 



SHEEP AND GOAT SUMMER SURVEYS 

These surveys were conducted in June and July when the 

animals are in alpine elevations. The "intensity" of the 

surveys varied depending on weather conditions, type of 

terrain, size of area and type of aircraft used. Detailed 

reports on each survey are attached as an appendix. 

As far a~ sheep and goat surveys were concerned, the area 

was broken up into 23 physiographic units, on which the 

popu lat iOlls appear to be more or less discrete, even though 

Some interchange among some of these units is known to take 

place. All these units as well as the boundaries o£ the 

outfitters I areas are shown on the as-companying Map II. 

Each unit is given a tel.l.tative n;lme after a prominent 

mountain, river or Like in the area or adjacent to it. 

No. 1 Dezadeash Range is bordered by the Alaska Highway 

ill the north, the Haines Koad in the southwest, 

and Dezadeosh Lake ;lnd River in the south and 7-- 01 ; OL> ,;J':: 

No. 2 

No. 3 

cast respectively. 

Mt. Kelvin Range is bordered by the Alaska Highway 

ill the north, Dezadl>ash Hivvr in the west, Frederick 

Lake in the south and Jo Jo Lake in the eas t. 

Jo Jo Lake area is bordered by Jo Jo Lake in the 

wvst and the northern portion of KlIsawa Lake in 

the east. 

No. 4 Klukshu Lake area is bordered by the Haines Road 

in the west and the Takhanne River valley in the 

east. 

No. 5 Coast Mountains are bordered by Frederick Lake in 

the north, Kusawa Lake in the east, the B. C. -

Yukon boundary in the south, and the Takhanne 

valley and the Haines Road in the west. 

. f /100 7 ",r )--r 
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These five units make up Babala's outfitting area. 

No. 6 Mount Arkell - Mount Ibex area is bordered by the 

Alaska Highway in the north, the northern portion 

of Kusawa Lake in the west; a broad unnamed valley 
~J ~-

extending from Fish Lake in the east to Kusawa Lake 

in the west form the southern and eastern boundary, 

No. 7 j'rimrose Mountain is bordered by Rose Lake in the 

south and west, Rose Creek in the east and a broad, 1~ 7--3 
unnamed valley in the north. 

No. 8 H,)unL Granger Range is bordered by the "Fish Lake 

Valh~y" in the' north, Rose Creek in the west, Coal 

Lake, Alligator Lake and 'the headwaters of the 

i'-':ltSUll River in the south and east, 

These thrL'L' llnits (6,7,8) make up the bulk of Heynen's 

Otltfittillg ~lrea, evell though SL1!1lC of the sheep of units 

7 and 8 will range into <::dlison's outfitting area to the 

sou th, 

No, 9 S.lI1dpiper Cn~ek arL';! is bordered by Kusawa Lake in 

It 

the north und we'st, 'J'akhini River in the south, and 7- ":'::--Y' 

Primrose River imJ ){ose Lake in the east, 

No. 10 Takhini Lake area is bord<~red by Takhini River and 

Lake in the north and cast, Kusawa River and Lake 

in the west, ~md the Yukon - B. C. boundary in the 

souLh. 

No. 11 Rothwell Glacier Range is bordered by the Takhini 

River and Lake in the west, a broad valley in the 

north, Primrose Lake in the east, and the H. C, -

Yukon boundary in the south. 
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No. 12 Mount Skukum Range is bordered by the Watson River 

in the north, Primrose Lake and River in the west, 

Wheaton River in the south, and Annie Lake in the 

east. 

No. 13 Twin Mountain Range is a small range immediately 

south of Alligator Lake. 

No. 14 Mt. MaCauley Range is bordered by Primrose Lake 

No. 15 

in the west, Wheaton River in the north, a broad 

unnamed valley in the east, and the B. C. - Yukon 

boundary as well as the west arm of Bennett Lake in 

the south. 

Tally - Ho MOllnt<lin is a sUlall range surrounded 

in the north and east by the Wheaton River. 

No. 16 Gray Ridge is bordered by the ~.Jatson River in 

the north and east, Bennett Lake in the south 

<md Annie Lake and tilL' 1 (lw('r Wheaton River in 

the west. 

No. 17 1'Iunroe Lake area is 1h.·l1l1ct"t I.ake in the north 

and east, Partridge Riv~r 111 the west and the 

B. C. - Yukon boundary in tilL' south. 

No. 18 Montana Mountain is bordered [)y lknnett Lake 

in the north and west, Windy Arm of TRgish 

Lake in the east, and the B. C. - Yukon 

boundary in the south. 

No. 19 Nares Mountain is bordered by the Carcross -

Tagish Road in the north, and by Tagish Lake 

in the west, south and east. 



No. 20 Caribou Mountain is bordered by the Whitehorse -

Carcross Road in the west, the Carcross - T agish 

Road in the south, and by Lewes - Tagish Cr eeks 

in the north and east. 

No. 21 Ht. Lorne - Mt. Lansdowre are bordered by the 

Whitehorse - Carcross Road in the west, Lewes -

and Tagish Creeks in the south, Marsh Lake in 

the east and the Yukon River in the north. 

No. 22 Lime Mountain area is bordered by Tagish La ke 

.in the west, north and east, and by the B. C. -

Yukon boundary in the south. 

No. 23 Jubilee Hountain is bordered by Tagish Lake in 

the west, the Carcross - Tagish Road in the 

north, the Atlin Road in the east, and the B. C. -

Yukon. boundary in the south. 

These filteen units (9 to 23) are included in Callison's 

outfitter's orea. 
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Table 2 gives a summary of the numbers of sheep observed, 

broken down into the various physiographic subdivisions as 

well as into the three outfitting areas. The table gives the 

numbers actually observed as well as those estimated based 

on intensities of surveys, visibility, type of terrain 

supplemented by interviews of outfitters, guides, hunters and 

some ground checks by Game Branch personnel. The survey 

area has ~n estimated number of about 3000 adult sheep and 

840 lambs during mid summer, before the hunting season started. 

The overall productivity (lamb to nursery sheep ratio) is 

439 : 1217 = 36% which is average to fairly good and is 

indicative of a stable population setup. In certain areas 

(1. e. Unit 7) it is 56io, which is exc.eptional and higher than 

any rat ios observed in Kluane Park (Hoefs, 1974). Table 2 

~l tso slHlws that certain areas around Carcross (Units 18 to 22), 

which did have sheep in historic times and have the potential 

to carry il population of perhaps 300 sheep, and were hunted 

out early in this century for meat hunting, have not yet 

recover~d. Ihe remnant sheep in these units should be given 

full prutl~ction at once, and in certain areas where the sheep 

have been completely exterminated, reintroductions should be 

considered. The overall density of the survey area is 3800 

sheep pl'l" 4300 square mi les in mid summer, which is almost 

I sheep per square mile. This compares very favourably to 

an overall density of l. 5 sheep per square mile in the Kluane 

Game Sanctuary (Hoefs, 1973), an area which has not received 

any hunting pressure for the past 25 years. The total number 

of adult sheep in the different physiographic units has been 

shown on Map 2. Only these numbers of adult sheep should be 

considered in management issues, since the annual recruitment 

(lambs born) is compensated for by winter mortalities and 

removals by hunting in stable populations. 
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While for the most part the sheep populations are still near 

carrying capacity in the survey area, with the exceptions 

mentioned above, we can, unfortunately not say this about the 

goats. Table 3 lists the numbers of goats observed to be only 

50 and the maximum number estimated to exist as not more than 

100. This was a very depressing observation since the range 

can carry at least 300, based on densities observed in similar 

areas of Kluane Park (Hoefs, 1973). Goats have reached such 

low densities in certain areas that their continued existence 

is threatt'lled, and in other areas, known to have supported 

goats (Units 16, 23), they have already disappeared. We can 

attribute the present unfortunate status of the goat population 

in the area to three factors. Firstly, it is very easy to hunt 

goats, once they have been located; ~econdly, this is one of 

only two areas in the Yukon where goats are found, and thirdly 

(and most importantly) too liberal hunting regulations for them. 

Under present Yukon legis la t: ion only goats of a horn length of 

less than 5" are protected. Since this horn size is already 

reached at the end of the second year, we essentially allow more 

than 80% of the goats (males and females as well as kids, since 

the lattC!r has no chance of making it through the winter with

out: its mother) to be subject to legal hunting. By contrast 

we protect 80% of the members of a sheep population under the 

prt:!sent "male only 2700 curl" rule. Considering that we have 

perhaps 15 000 sheep in the Yukon, but less than 500 goats, it 

is difficult to see the logic behind thes~ regulations. 
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TABLE: 3 

Population Estimates of Goats in South-central Yukon and Kill 
Statistics for the 1973 Hunting Season 

Area Code Number of Coats Number of Goats 
Observed Estimated 

4 2 2 
Babala's 

5 15 35 

9 1 1 

10 5 10 

11 0 -5 

Callison's 14 0 10 

17 12 15 

18 7 10 

22 8 12 

Sums 50 100 

TABLE: 6 

Age St ructure of Goats Shot During the 1973 Season 

Number of Goats 
Shot 1973 

Non-Res. Residents 

0 1 

3 5 

0 0 

0 4 

0 0 

2 1 

0 1 -.. 
0 1 

0 2 

5 15 

Age in yeal"S 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12+ Unclassified 

Numbers shllt 1 2 3 3 0 3 1 1 0 1 2 3 

Sum 20 



CARIBOU 

Caribou are known to have existed in the area in fair numbers 

in the early portion of this century (Murie, 1935) and fairly 

frequent collections and sightings of old antlers support 

Murie's (1935) work. A small band of perhaps 25 to 30 animals 

was seen during the 1972/73 winter at the headwaters of Rose 

Creek. At least one bull is known to have been shot in the 

survey area during the 1972 season. During our surveys we 

observed caribou signs west of Ibex Mountain in February 

1972, but we did not see the animals. The outfitters operating 

in the area have not shot any caribou in recent years. There 

is no doubt that the number of caribou remaining is very small 

and it should not be subject to hunting . . 



GR IZZLY REARS 

No techniques have yet been developed to do reliable grizzly 

bear surveys and their management is based on indirect evidence 

such as bear signs, habitat type and change in hunters success. 

Only det,:li led work in relatively sma.ll areas where marked bears 

WL~re used have come up with proper population estimates and 

density fjgures (Pearson, 1972). 

Some index of abundance, however, can be obtained when comparing 

the numiJers of bears seen during surveys to those obtained from 

surveys of areas wi th known bear densities. During the summer 

of 1972, the writer did a game survey of Kluane Park and counted 

during :!O hours of helicopter fly~ng a total of 8 grizzlies. 

During the survey of the south-central Yukon in Summer of 1973, 

[.l total 01 about 40 hours were spent with helicopter surveys 

LInd on 1\/ ()ne sow grizzly with a cub were observed. Kluane Park 

h<.ls a kllown density of 1 grizzly per 10 square miles in the 

southern half (Pearson, 1972) and an estimated density of about 

1 grizzly per 20 square miles in the northern half (Hoefs, 1973). 

The present survey area does not have salmon streams or large, 

wide river flats wi Lh [In abundant growth of Hedysarum mackenzei 

and Shephlrdia canad~nsis (both factors attributed to the high 

bear densi ties in Pearson's area), and therefore its "pristine" 

density will most likely hav" heen comparable to that of the 

northern half of Kluane Park (1 be;lr per 20 square mi les), The 

survey area has a size of 4300 square miles, thqrefore about 215 

bears can be expected to have lived here, before hunting and 

other types of disturbances came into being. We know that the 

bears have been severely depi eted, but we don't know to what 

degree. From our own observations and those of outfitters, 

guides and hunters, I estimate that the numbers of grizzlies 

remaining in the area does not exceed 100. 

/'> 



THE PRESENT DEGREE OF EXPLOITATION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
PROPER MANAGEMENT 

MOOSE: 

It has earlier been stated that we estimate the numbers of 

moose in the survey area to be at least 760 and may possibly 

be as high as 1000. These are late winter estimates after 

the hunting seasons were completed, after a great portion of 

the natural winter mortality had come about, but before the 

new calf crop arrived. This moose population is stable; the~ 

have been no recent fires, floods or other major habitat 

alterations, and therefore the moose number is primarily 

determined by the size and quality of the winter ranges, 

which are willow - covered valleys. In such a setup we can 

expect a temporary buildup of the popufation to the forth

coming hunting season (August, September) of about 15% to 20%. 

This percentage takes into account early natural calf mortality. 

This percentage also is a very crude estimate of the maximum 

numbers that can be harvested on a sustained yield basis. To 

remain within 'safe" limits, let us consider a 15% recruitment 

and harvest. Based on the range of the population estimate of 

760 to 1000, we can therefore expect a harvest of 105 to 150 

moose annually not to deplete the population. 

We can at present only estimate the harvest figure for the 1973 

season, since only those killed by outfitters have been accurately 

reported. The kill by non-residents in the survey area was 32 

moose. There are 23 general licence holders (trappers) in the 

area. On the Yukon - wide scale, the hunting success rate of these 

people is .81 moose/trapper, since they are in the fJ~ld all the 

time. Particularly in this area,where they will not find any 

caribou, they no doubt will be hard on moose. We can therefore 

expect that each trapper gets his moose on the average, which 

will add 23 moose to the annual take out of the survey area. The 

greatest gamble is involved when trying to estimate the numbers 

of moose taken by resident hunters. We know that 46 have been ki lIed 

in the 1973 season, because these hunters have reported them on 

their questionnaires. We do not know what percentage of hunters 

If, 



that shot moose in the area returned their questionnaires. 

On a Yukon - wide scale only 30% of the hunters returned their 

questionnaires, but we know that Whitehorse hunters (these 

are the ones that primarily hunt in the surveyed area) were 

more co-operative than i.e. hunters from Faro or Clinton Creek. 

If we assume that 50% of the hunters that shot moose in the 

area reported so, then a kill of 92 animals can be attributed 

to resident hunters. I do think that this figure may be high, 

but on the other hand that for the trappers may be low, they 

therefore function in a compensatory manner. It is also known 

that SOllIe moose are shot in the area by Indians for meat at any 

time of the year (Champagne, Haines Junction, Carcross Road and 

Annie L':lke Road). It is therefore assumed that the kill figures 

listed here wi 11 be within + 20;0 of the true numbers shot. 

Outfitters 

Residents 

Trappers, etc. 

Sum 

32 moose 

92 moose 

23 moose 

147 moose 

This estilll<lted kill is very close to the upper limit (150) of 

the calculated allowable ilnnual harvest. Moose have the ability 

to somewhat adjusttosevere harvesting by increasing their productivity 

(they can have twins instead of singles; they can start to breed 

as yearlings instead of as 2 year aIds), but there is a limit to 

this. In northern Ontario and Sweden (Markgren, 1969) moose are 

in certain areas harvested at a rate of 25%. Such a rate should, 

however, not be considered in the Yukon. The former areas are 

dealing with expanding populations because of forestry practices 

that open up new feeding areas for moose continually, which results 

in a high incidence of twinning. Also the predators of moose have 

been reduced in Ontario and have been exterminated in Sweden, 

therefore these countries have a lower natural mortality rate thnn 

the Yukon. 
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I think that the present harvest, if it is not much greater 

than the one estimated above, is still within a saFe allowable 

kill, but serious attempts should be made not to further 

increase it. Hunters should be encouraged to use other areas 

and this region should definitely not be opened up to an 

anterless season. 

SHEEP: 

In contrnst to moose we have fairly reliable harvest figures 

of sheep from the area. Throughout the Yukon the outfitters take 

up to 80% of the annual sheep harvest and submit detailed reports 

to the Game Branch. We also have for this season, reliable data 

on the numbers of sheep taken by resi~ent hunters, since it was 

advertised a number of times that all sheep and goat horns taken 

from the survey area have to be handed in to the Game Branch for 

inspection. Also, each hunter was given a form letter on this 

subject when he purchased his licence. Additional information 

was obtained from questionnaires that were sent to all resident 

hunters and from interviews with a number of people who hunted 

in the area this season. We are therefore convinced that our 

harvest estimates on sheep, goats as well as grizzlies are within 

one or two animals of the numbers actually shot during the 1973 

season. 

Table 4 lists the total numbers known to have been taken by 

non-resident and resident hunters in the three outfitting areas of 

the region surveyed. Table 5 adds to these numbers an assumed 

number of 4 rams per outfitting area, removed from the population 

by crippling losses, perhaps some unreported ki 11 and a few shot 

illegally by trappers in winter. 

/3 



TABLE:4 

Age Structure and Trophy Size of Rams Harvested in South-central 
Yukon During the 1973 Hunting Season 

Area 

Babala's 
Area 

Heyr;en's 
Area 

Type of 
Hunter 

J Non-I Resident 

i 

! Residents 

~o;,,

Residents 

I Residents 

, 

14 

I '1' J< , 

I 
5*: 5 - 6 I 6 - 7 

I 

I 34 ** I 

7 -, , /? 1 3' l!}' ..... ; .l..... ..,. ,_ 

I 
1/4 I 30 

I 

I 
3/41 32 

! 
:OJ 1/4 i 27 

I 

I 

I 31 

30 

1 /~ 

7 - 8 I 8 - 9 9 - 10 

I 

35 3/8 I 3& 1/4' 39 

3& 1/2 i 36 6'8 -! 

34 1/2 

36 3 '4 

140 4/8 , 41 1/4 

I 32 33 

37 1/4' 36 3/4 

:3 G 1 // ~ , -, 

36 33 3/4 

33 1/2 ' 36 3/4 

33 1/2 34 1/4 

I 33 1/8 I 33 3/4 137 1/4 33 1/2 

36 1/2 

31 Ca 11ison ,) Non-
Area ! Residents 

I . 
I I 1_____ - . 

II Residents T . I 
--~------ - ' 

* A&e gr0cp of ra~s Sllot 

** le~gth of longest horn in inches 

30 114129 6/8 135 

29 36 1/2 

--'----'-----i-

38 3/4 

30 3/4 

37 1/2 

10 - 11 r 11 - 12 /12 - 13 

39 1/4 

3;: 3 !.. 

40 1/4 

36 

36 1/2 40 3/4 

40 40 1/2 

34 3/4 36 1/2 

39 3/4 

I 
i 38 3/4 

. 34 1/4 
" 

41 114 

39 1/4 
42 

38 

37 3/4 

36 1/2 

36 

35 1/2 

36 

! 39 
i 

37 1/2 

_41_ 
'~~ ____ -4 

Unc1ass. Sums 

19 

2 6 

19 

3 6 

14 

3 14 

Total 78 
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TABLE: 5 

PH~scnt Degree of Exploitation of Dall Rams 
in the South-central Yukon 

Numlll'r 
of 

Nursery 
Sheep 

Possible H:lrvest I Rams Taken During the 
Levels of Rams ( 1) 1973 Season 

Non- (5) Outfitters' 
Area 1(2)1 2 (3) I 3 

(LI) I , Residents Residents I Others I Totals 

Callison's 965 87 57 29 14 1/+ 

Babala's 710 64 42 21 19 6 

1 38 25 13 19 6 
I 
~ I 

Heynen's 420 

(1) These are levels based on the principle' 01 I:1:Jxilllllm sustained yield 
(see Text for details). 

(2) At this level, rams are shot as soon as tht'y ],CCUl1le le!jiJ I (270 0 curl). 
They are about 5 years, 4 months old. 

I 
t 

(3) ,'It this level rams ilrc taken at an age "r 8 tu 9 yenrs, I"hen a high 
percentage of them have reached "[ull curl" size' and about 1107. of them 
arc 39 inches or longer. 

(4) At this level we are dealing with "trophy hunting" in the true sense of 
the word. The rams shot are 10 or 11 year:; 0 ld :lnd "lde'r, and arc "fu 11 
curl" heads. 

(5) These arc rams 'Issllmed to be taken by h\lnters ur tr.lppC'I'S and have not 
been reported, ;IS well as rams that were crippled, bllt not recLlvered. 

I 
4 I 32 ! 
4 29 

4 29 

Sum 90 

2 (.) 
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Since non-resident hunters through outfitters take the majority 

of rams and since the three outfitting areas show different 

degrees of depletion, it is necessary to discuss them individually. 

The present rate of harvest will be evaluated from the point of 

view of three degrees of depletion (Table 5). Based on the 

number of nursery sheep in an area it can be calculated how many 

rams of a givcn age class are "produced" annually. These 

calculations are based on the writer's Ph. D. dissertation 

(Iloefs, 1974); the relevant portion of which is attached as 

an appendix [) i' this survey report. 

At the fir~t Level of harvesting, we are dealing with very 

intense hUlltillg pressure and a severe rate of exploitation. 

Rams are h,lrVl'sted as soon as they rec:ch the 5 to 6 year age 

c Llss. At this age no ram has reached 39 or 40" horn length 

or a "fu 11 - curl", but they ,Ire legal rams under present Yukon 

legislat LOll (:/tf or 370 0 curl). While harvesting at this level 

wi 11 pr(Jdtl,'l' thl' maximum number of rams annually (Table 5), it 

cannot hc classified as "Lrophy hunting". 

-At the sl'c,)[1d level of harvesting a compromise is made between 

the taking of a large number of rmns, but at the same time giving 

the huntl'r it ch':lnce of bagging a " trLlphy". A trophy is here 

arbitrarily defined ,Hi a head whOSl! horns are 39" long or more. 

At this lcvel of harvesting, ramS must be allowed to live to the 

8 to 9 Yl!;JC a)',e class. Natural mortality has lowered the total 

numbers of rams available compared to the first level of 

exploitation by about 50/0 Cl'able 5). 

At the third level of harvesting we arc dealing with "trophy 

hu nting" in the true sense of the word. As it is obvious from 

Table 4, almost half the rams taken in the 10 to 11 and 11 to 

12 year age classes are "trophies" and all are "full curl" rams. 

The number that can annually be taken at this level is again 

reduced by about 5010 from the previous (2nd) level of harvesting. 

/1 



Table 5 lists the numbers available in the three outfitting 

areas at the three "levels of harvesting as well as the numbers 

presently shot. 

For several reasons Callison's outfit is outstanding at present. 

Not only does his area have the largest number of sheep (965 

nursery animals), he harvests his area at a very moderate level 

reflecting true sportmanship and conservation - mindedness. 

The average age of his harvested rams is 10.5 years, the average 

size is 37" and 3520 curl. This is trophy harvesting. His 

efforts are somewhat watered down by a large number of residents 

(14) taken rams in the <lrea, but the total number shot (32) is 

still very close to the allowable kill at the "trophy" level 

(3rd level) of 29. 

Babala's area has less sheep (710 nursery animals) and is more 

severely harvested by the outfitter (19). However, he has less 

competition by resident hunters. The average age of his rams 

is 9.2 years, but they were on the aver~ge more than 37" in 

size and full curl trophies. The present level of harvest is 

still in the trophy range but is rapidly approaching the second 

level of exploitation. If he wants to maintain true trophy 

hunting in his area, he should reduce th~ annual kill to about 

15, leaving 6 rams for resident hunters. 

Heynen's area has the smallest sheep population (420 nursery 

sheep) and is exploited with a severity that it can be predicted 

that "trophy hunting" will in very few years be "a thing of the 

past ". No other outfitter shoots animals as young as he does 

(Table 4). The average length of his rams was 34 7/8" with 3400 

cur 1. The total number shot in his area (29) has already passed 

the second level of exploitation (25) and is approaching the first 

level (38). To restore trophy hunting in this area, it will be 

necessary to cut the annual harvest by 50%. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS: 

Under present Yukon legislation, 2700 curl as a minimum 

requirement for a legal ram, no outfitter is doing anything 

illegal and therefore no restrictions can be imposed. On the 

other hand, if trophy hunting is the goal and if outfitting 

areas are advertised to trophy hunters, then the annual take 

per outfitting area should not exceed the numbers listed in 

Table 5 under the 3rd degree of exploitation. This would 

mean that Callison is still alright, Babala should reduce his 

annual take by about 3 or 4 animals (or 2070), and severe 

reductions in annual take of about 50% are necessary in Heynen's 

area, this is assuming that the take by resident hunters 

remains at the present distribution and level. 

In the lon~ run, however, conflict~ between residents and 

outfitters will become more and more severe, if we continue to 

allow all sheep areas in the Yukon to be exploited by both types 

of hunters. [t is recommended that in the very near future at 

least one lar;~e area be set aside for resident sheep hunters 

only. This should be done soon, before it is too late. Once 

an area has been severely depleted it will require 3 to 5 years 

of complete closure to restore trophy hunting. 

Because of its closeness to ~litehorse and easy accessibility 

it is recommended that the following area be considered as a 

"resident hunters only" proposal. The area presently held by 

ou tfitter Heynen, supplemented by physiographic subdivisions 

7 and 13 of Cullison's area, subdivision 3 of Babala's area, 

as well as the southern portion of the Ruby Range, the Sifton 

Range and the Miners Range out of Hotte's area. Except for 

Heynen, no outfitters would be severely effected (a 10% 

reduction in total numbers of sheep per outfitting area is 

not a great loss) and yet a "resident only" hunting area would 

be created with about 1000 nursery sheep allowing an annual 

harvest of about 40 to 45 trophy rams. The annual take by 

residents is about 60 to 70 sheep, the majority of which could 

come from this area. 



The remaining harvest would be spread over many outfitting 

areas and therefore the pressure on each outfitting area 

would be minimal. This arrangement would also enable 

outfitters to manage their areas better, and in a few cases 

it may allow them to increase their annual take. 

GOATS: 

While the present status of moose and sheep over the survey as 

a whole is still pretty good, we can not say this about the 

other three big game species in the area, goats, grizzly and 

caribou. As has been mentioned earlier, we estimate the total 

number of goats remaining to be at the very most 100 animals. 

The kill during the 1973 hunting season is known to have been 

at least 20 (Table 6). That very few goats are left in the . 
area is reflected not only from our surveys but also in the 

age structure of the animals shot (Table 6), where more than 

50% of the goats were young animals (5 years old and less). 

It is also reflected in interviews with about 80% of the 

hunters who shot goats this season. Except for 2 out of a 

total of 12 hunters interviewed, all shot the only goat they 

~. This does not say very much for the sportmanship and 

hunting ethics of the people involved, on the other hand 

they did not do anything illegal. 

RECOMMENDATIONS: 

If we want to save the goats in the area, and if a complete closure 

of the goat season for the time being is considered unrealistic, 

at least the following restrictions must be imposed immediately: 

Females with kids must be protected, the mimimum horn length 

required to qualify as a legal animal must be raised to 8", 

and the hunting season must be limited to the first two weeks 

in September. These restrictions will hopefully lower the annual 

kill to an allowable 4 to 6 animals and will allow the greatly 

depleted population to gradually recover. Such a buildup should 

be a fairly fast process since natural reproduction is supplemented 

by an influx of goats out of B. C., where the hunting pressure is 

very low, and out of the Kluane Game Sanctuary where goats enjoy 

complete protection. The carrying capacity of the goat ranges in 

the survey area is conservatively estimated at 300 goats, and 



once the level has been reached we can safely harvest 25 to 

35 goats per year. 

CARIBOU: 

There are only a few dozen caribou left in the area and 

none was shot in the 1973 season. We do not know why they 

disappeared, it is highly unlikely that hunting has been 

the renson. 

However, the remaining few should not be subject to hunting; 

which hopefully will result in a slow buildup of the remnant 

population. There are a number of good caribou ranges in the 

area (b~Lween Fish Lake and Ibex Mountain; around Vesuvius 

Hi 11; l h~ Sandpiper Creek area) and ~ population of 200 to 

300 could be supported. The closing of the area to caribou 

hunting would not impose any hardships, since none are 

hunted anyway. Resident hunters have many good areas in the 

Yukon to chose from, and both outfitters, Callison as well as 

Heynen, llave g()od caribou populations in the eastern portions 

of their districts which is not in the area surveyed. Outfitter 

Babala would not be effected since no caribou have been 

observ~d in his area for at least 10 years. 

GRIZZLY BEARS: 

Our population estimate of possibly 100 bears in the survey 

area is merely an educated guess, but for various reasonS I 

consider it an optimistic gU(;·ss. That l'cars have been over

harvested in the area can be demonstrated clearly by the 

following calculation. The carrying capacity of the area 

would support perhaps 215 bears. Pearson (1972) suggests 

that bears can be harvested at n maximum rate of 7 to 8% 

annually, while Cowan (1972) shows that most management plans 

do not allow for more than 3 to 570 of the total population, 

This low rate of harvesting is a reflection of the very slow 

reproductive rate of grizzlies. In our area they do not breed 

until they are 5 years old, they only have one or two cubs, 
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and the interval between successive litters is 3 years. 

If we consider an annual harvest of 6% (this being the 

average between Pearson's (1972) and Cowan's (1972) 

recommendations), then we could not take more than 13 

bears annually (out of 215). We have no complete 

record of bears killed in the area, except for those 

killed by outfitters since the year 1965. The average 

kill by outfitters over this 10 year period was 8 bears, 

as it was in 1973. In some years the average was exceeded 

considerably, as in 1965 with 18 bears, and in 1968 and 

1972 with 11 bears each. During the 1973 season an 

additional 4 bears are known to have been killed by resident 

hunters and accidentally (in self defence). If this ratio 

of residents kill to outfitters kill was similar in previous 

years, and we have no reason to believe that it was not, then 

these bears have been harvested at a rate of 12 per year, not 

counting trappers kills and poaching. Only a "prehistoric," 

optimum number of 200 to 250 could have tolerated such a 

harvest rate. It is therefore reasonable to assume that 

besides the annual harvestable surplus, scme bears were 

taken every year from the breeding stock, which resulted in 

a gradual lowering of the population size. 

If we have 100 bears now, then we should not take more than 

6 annually out of this area. This would sustain the present 

population, but would not allow it to huild up to previous 

numbers. If we want to restore a higher population. the area 

should be closed for bear hunting for a while. Natural 

population increase plus some influx out of B. C. and the 

Kluane Game Sanctuary would restore optimum densities in 

perhaps 5 to 10 years. 



It is recommended that this area be closed immediately to 

resident hunters and trappers as far as grizzlies go. This 

can not possibly impose any hardship on those hunters since 

they have the rest of the Yukon (98% of it) to hunt bears in. 

The outfitters are restricted to this area. For the time 

being a quota of 6 bears annually should be equally divided, 

giving 2 bears to each outfitter in the area surveys. Both 

Callison's as well as Heynen's area exceeds the area ~'iJ(vt'fec:4 

considerably and one additional bear per year could be taken 

there by each of the two outfitters. This again would not 

impose any hardship, since the total harvest by outfitters 

was only 8 during the 1973 season. There simply were not 

more bears around to hunt. One outfitter himself (Babala) 

reported on the scarcity of bears and suggested restrictions. 



SUMMARY 

The report given above may reveal a rather pessimistic 

picture on the status of wildlife in the area surveyed. 

It must be kept in mind though, that no other area in the 

Yukon receives such an intense hunting pressure -- this 

was the very reason for cho~ing it -- and therefore in no 

area need restrictions as severe as the ones recommended 

here be ililposed. On the contrary, in many areas the 

hunting regulations could be liberated. 

It is recommended that this surveyed area will be made 

into a separate management unit in the forth-coming 

zoning of the Yukon Territory. The restrictions 

recommended must be imposeu at once, otherwise we are 

taking the risk of completely exterminating certain wildlife 

species in this area. The restrictions recommended are 

reasonable and do not impose any hardships on residents 

or outfitters. 
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APPENDIX 

1. Excerpt from: M. Hoefs (1974): "Ecological Investigation 

of Dall Sheep and Their Habitat," University of British 

Columbia. 

This thesis has been used to calculate allowable harvest 

data for Dal1 rams in this report. 

2. Dctili Led diaries on individual survey flights, which 

have ileeo used in this report. 



l'r;.lcticai COllSiciel"<.ltions: 

It was one of the objectives of this study to come up "'ith recommendations 

,.;hich would hL!lp thi,;! Come Branch in the conscrv;:;tiO:l ond nwnag02mcnt of this 

species. Out of the analyses of population dynamics dota and related 

investig[1tiO[lS on horn grm,th, carne three issues ~,ith practical i:::"plic:ltions; 

the first one dealing with sheep censuses and classifications a'ty{ the 
( 

second dealing with horn growth characteristics and the third with optimizing 

of harvests. 

Observations made during game surveys in other areas of the Kluane Game 

Sanctuary (lloefs, 197 J) ;.Ind in areas of the south-central Yukon (Hoefs, 

1974) indicate that the Sheep Mountain population does not differ in 

productivity and horn growth characteristics from other populations in 

the southern Yukon and that man<:Jgemen.t n.!co:nmendations are therefore 

applicable to such populations. 

a) Sheep Censuses and Classificiltions: 

As pointed out by Nichols and EricksDl1 (1969), it is not possible to 

obtain an accurate classification of ;111 segments of a sheep population 

during ,anyone count in one S~[ISon. It \"'IS mentioned earlier that 

accurate determination of the number of lambs born in a population can 

only be made by being present on the lambing grounds continuously through

out the lambing period. Yearlings nre best counted in late winter shortly 

before the row lambing period starts. Accurate ram to ewe ratios can 

only be established after repeated classified counts. However, extensive 

surveys are usually limited to one count per year for economic reasons. 

Even though it is important to know the \vinter ranges of sheep popu13tions, 

more 3ccurate surveys -- particularly aerial surveys -- are possible in 

surruner when all sheep are above timberline and above the sub-alpine shrub 

zone. Such surveys should be done as late in summer as possible when the 

snow has melted but before new snow falls. In the southern Yukon, the most 

appropriate time is the second half of July and the first half of August. 



.".eri:11 st!rvey~ (1" Tl0t 11"''1c1 tlwf1'~el\1I"'''' to fYreilt df't;lil in clil!':sification: 

however, when encountering nursery bands, it is always possible to separate 

L:.l!llbs vi the Yl.!'Jr tram ".:1l1ult" m~mlJ..:rs of such bands (ewes, young rams, 

year lings). In small bands it is often also possible to separate au t the 

young (2 to 3 year old) rams. Members of ram bands should be separated 

into ilt least t ... .'0 groups: legal rCililS aud younger 'll1i1l1~lls. Under prc~-~cnt 

Yukon legislation <l legal sheep is defined as a ram ~vhose horn curl 

circumscribes an angle of 270 0 or more. 

To dctL!l"mine the age at \-.'hich ramS beco:nc le:;8l, 13 sets of unbroomed horns 

were mC<1sured by methods described in Erickson (1970). It ,vas found that 

mas t r <lms becoml! lega 1 during their sixth growing season (5 to 6 year 

age group), whi Ie ~;ome <llreildy reach that state at the end of their fifth 

growing season (I, to 5 age group). Since most hunting takes place in 

August and September, \.,rhile the horn 'grmving season is still in full swing, 

it is reasoll:1:)le to say that few if any rams in their fifth growing season 

are leg<1l cl:lr i.n:~ llwsc munths (Table lL,b). l'leasurcrnents of over 200 sheep 

skulls by till: YllkO\1 Game f)Ll!H:h i'l Lll1 "f 1973, support the d3ta of 

Table 14b, .:.IS long as the skulls originated in the southern Yukon. In the. 

north, for illst:1l1Ce in the Ogilvie Hountains, it appears that it takes 

the rams one ye,H longer to rC:lch leg31 size. Table l4b shows that "degree 

curl" is an accurate method to classify ramS up to the age of five years. 

From then on it becomes progressively less reliable because of overlap 

between age clas::o', and it becomes uscll!sS and often misleading in the old 

age classes (10 years and older). This method of classifying young rans 

and lumping those of six years and older was used in this study. 

A model of an unhunted sheep popu lation was developed as shmvn in 

Figure 2. It is b:lsed on statistics collected from the Sheep Mountain 

population and from the life tuble (Table 12). The model represents 

observed conditions as far as total numbers, sex ratios, lamb crop, and 

mortalities are concerned., The sex ratio of adult sheep was set at 94 

ramS to 100 ewes, 46 lambs are born, the maximum span of Ii fe is the 12 

to 13 year age class. Some adjustments of the mortality rates of Table 12 

could not be avoided to accommcid3te the desired total numbers (which are 



<lnd the fact that we are dealing only with '\.'hole" animals here. Tlwse 

. adju~tm~nts r~sultud in a few distortions in the old age groups. For 

instance, the mortality in the 11 to 12 year age class is 86% of two animals, 
J.l, Cl ..., 

which \vuuld It;!3V~ les's half an animal in the top 12 to 13 year age class. 

llOWL!VL!I.', a whu lL! aniUld 1 is ShOWLl to indic3te the maximum span ot life. 

Errors introduced into the other age c lasses are much less severe and often 

function in a "compensatory" manner. 

Little data \"l'1'e available fOl' the fem:lle component of this model except 

for the total numbers, the numbers of lambs and yearlings, and the maximum 

span of life. ThL' slightly unboL:mced sex ratio was "created" by a 39% 

mortnlity rate in the first year of life, \"ith two more rams dying than 

ewes. Age specific mortality rotes were modified from Bradley and Baker 

(1967) to accommodate the longer life 'Span, Wbether or not the age 

structure of ewes is exactly as shown here is not important. We are only 

interested in this connection \;'ith the' number of elVes in reproductive age 

(71) ~lnd the total number of "mature" L'1"es I"hich is 100. The model 

represents the population structure in cilrly June ;lttcL' all the lambs have 

been born. As far as mature rams are concerned it is also relevant to the 

forthcoming hUllting season (August, Sept0ll\ber) since hardly any mortality 

occurs during the summer months (June, July). 

There are 81 "mature" rams in this popul;ltion, these are members of ram 

bands during the summer, except for a few 2 to 3 year olds. A total of 

47 rams have completed their fi fth grm"ing season; they wi 11 be in their 

sixth growing season during the upcoming lHl!1t ing flcl.'iod £lnd wi 11 be "legal " 

rams. Out of these 47 "legal" rams not more th3n 20 can be described as 

"good" rams. For lack of a better term "good" rams is here defined as 

rams in the 8 to 9 year age group and older. As will be discussed later, 

only this category contains trophy rams, whose horn length reaches 39 or 40 

inches and more, and only this category should be subject to harvesting 

if "trophy hunting" is the objective. 
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TABLE: IJ-

PORN STATISTICS OF OALL El<::S FRc:-l THE l<LCANE C:A."~E SANCT~IARY 

Cl 
u 
c 

c .. CJ ,... 
0 .. .. . A.-';:-'":AL INCREX;::~::S I:: I!OR.~ CRC,,'7H ( IX c:::~:: I~~;:;:R;:S) ... ow II C " .. .. o .. OJ .... '" C 
U " II 6 [; 11) ., (Only ca.n?lete Incre~ents are consi~er~d) II II .. po< OJ :> .., u 

po< A .. 0. .. UISl ... e ... E U ... C o :> .. " c - ....... 
U2: >OU- u.., ...... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 !O 11 12 !) 

D 21 13 12.0 8.4 6.2 1.5 1.7 1.2 1.4 1.4 0.8 C.1 0.3 0.2 0.3 

F 2 12 12.0 4.4. 10.1 5.1 3.2 1.6 0.7 1.0 C.6 0.6 0.6 0.3 0.3 

F 1 12 12.7 5.1 3.5 1.0 0.7 1.0 0.3 1.6 1.6 0.) 0.) 

o 20 9 13.0 4.2 8.4 ~.4 3.) 1.5 C.5 0.3 0.5 0.6 

o 19 9 13.0 9.8 6.4 2.5 C.6 0.3 C.6 0.3 0.3 

D 8 9 12.3 4.1 9.9 5.1 3.7 1.9 1. -:, 0.6 0.6 0.3 

D 1 8 13.0 5.4 12.3 2.9 3.5 2.5 2.2 1.6 1.3 

D 6 6 12.1 7.3 11. 1 4.1 2.9 2.9 2. S 

D 3 6 12.1 3.2 12.0 6.0 {'.1 ).2 2.5 

D 2 6 13.0 5.1 9.5 6.0 4.4 2.2 2.2 

D 7 5 • 12.0 4.7 :0 4 7.3 1.5 2.5 

D 5 S 12.7 4.'1 8.6 5.7 2.5 2.3 

D 'I 1 7.0 6.0 

X 4.~ 10.0 5.6 3.1 2.0 1.4 0.9 0.7 0.7 1.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
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Table: 
/. 

I ) 

Comparisons of annual increments in horn growth of Doll rams 

Age class 

1 

3~ S-

3.9 

4.1 

4.3 

3.9 

3.6 

5.1 

7.9 

2 

15.0 

16 0 4 

18.5 

19 .• 2 

16 0 7 

18.0 

19.9 

21.5 

3 

14.8 

16.3 

16 0 4 

18.8 

17.7 

18.2 

18.8 

17.7 

4 

12.6 

14.3 

14.0 

15.0 

13.9 

14.5 

14.6 

13.2 

5 6 7 8 

10.4 8 0 9 7.2 6.2 

11.9 9.6 7.6 6.0 

ll.6 9 0 2 6.9 5.1 

12.0 9.3 6.5 4.6 

ll.l 8.5 7.2 5.4 

11.9 9.3 7.1 5.2 

1l.5 7.7 6.2 4.9 

10.6 7.9 5.7 4.4 

* Numbers are mean values expressed in centimeters 

** West of Xt. McKinley Par~ 

. *** East of Mt. McKinley Park 

• • 

9 10 

4.6 3.6 

4.4 3.3 

3.7 2.7 

3.2 2.7 

4.1 .3, t: 

4.2 3~1 

3.4 2.4 

3.3 2.6 

II 12 13 

2.8 1.9 

2.8 

2.2 1.4 

1.7 1.2 1.0 

r .. re2.. 

ErooicS Range; .f.. 1 as); a 

r .. lasKa Range ,,** 

Alc4ska Ra~gc "*** 

(:::-ar:ge~l :-:tS"l " 

C;-;uli t:-la Area, " 

Ch~c;ac~ ;.rea " 
Kenai .:'.rea II 

Sheep Nountain 

Kluane Area; Yukon 

. , 

1 S.:;.urce 

Erickson 

(1970) 

J Hc·~fs 
Pr~sent St\:C~y 



ildStd on this population mudel the iullowing ratios can be estaulisiled 

which are useful in surveys and in calculations of ' expected trophy 

Tf 4 of the 2 to 3 yeAr old rams (or ahout 1/3) are with 

nursery bands then there are 117 "nursery" sheep (e~es, yearlings, and 

four rams) i.n this population. Therefore the ratio of "mature" rams 

to "nursery" sheep is 66:100 in an unhunted population and can be as 

low as 26: 100) if all legal rams have been removed. A ratio lmver than 

this should llllt he encountered if hunting is the only "artificial" 

mortality Llct:or. It if does occur it would indicate, that the surveys· 

missed ram ballds. 

In an unhllnt:l.',f population the ratio of "legal" rams to "nursery" sheep 

is about 40: 1ll0; whi Ie that of "good" rams to "nursery" sheep is as low 

as 17 :100. ()i: the 20 "good" rams only about 8 (39/0) are "trophies", 

giving a ratio of "t'rophy" rams to "nursery" sheep of 7 :100. 
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£xn7r:notion: 
"~ature" ro~ ~eons maZes in the 2 to 3 yecr age group and older, since 
the oreat moJoritt/ of them is/ound in ram bancis. 

"legal" ram. TIlp.ons moles whose horn. curl circumscribes an angle Of 2700 

or "!orQ. 
"go:ld" ram. mQ('ns p:eles in the B to 9 tj:Jc.r ege grou.p end older, since 
onZ I) this category contains trophy heads Of 39 or 40 inches lenoth. 
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TABLE: /--' D 

Horn statistics of Dall rams fr(lr:: the Kluane G2rr.e S:'nctl'2ry 

c: 
o .... 
.u 
<.) '-' 

" QJ -<.0 
...... 6 
o :: 
uz 

A 63 

A 53 

A 82 

A 61 

A 54 

A 45 

C 46 

A 65 

A 70 

A 57 

A 64 

A 46 

A 60 

.;:; 
.u 
c:: 
~ 

"0 

.u 
~ 

<:J 
c:l 
<: 

5 

8 

8 

9 

9 

9 

10 

10 

10 

10 

11 

11 

13 

Annual incre:::ents of horn gro~:h t:xpressec:! as "cegree ct:rl" 

1 

a b 

30 30 

(a = incre=ent for the year; 

I a \ I 3 5 2 

a b ;:). b a b 

70 100 ISO 180 150 230 140 270 
! 
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a b 
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- - • - 180 I ~ - f - 270 'I -
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I· 25 31. 5 
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and it is als0 known that there is a tend~ncy of rams of similar age 

groups to join up in bands (Geist, 19/1), particuiarly on summer rang'~ 

when sheep nre widely dispersed and when the hunting season is on. 

For this l-eil:;on the average horn length per age group of these "selected" 

rams will iJe- greater than the horn lcmgths of a more randomly selected 

and therefore more representative sample. This \,,111 not be the case any

more in the uldest age groups, since there are very few rams alive 3nd 

and little choo~;ing is pussi bl('. These considerntions are reflected :.n 

Tables 17 ;111,118. 

However, Llble 18 is USL!tul fot" comp;1risons of certain aspects. It does 

support that very few rams are "lega 1" in their fifth growing season 

(4 to 5 year age class), that ther,; is " .. n increase of horn lengths with 

age, that the maximum life Sp':ll1 is the 12 to 13 year age class, and th~t 

very few trophies are encountered in the legal age classes below the 

ninth year. 

t.Jhen working out optimum lwrvl'st figures the assumption is made that 

hunting pressure is so intense tildt l:h~ 013:-:iml101 number of rams should 

be available but at the same time the huntt2rs should have a chance to 

b<.lg i.l "trophy". No trophies were ~I1LLlllntt2t"('d below the 8 to 9 year 

age class in the writer's collcctil'Il fl"um the- Kluane area (Table 17), 

and therefor~, no hunting should be Cllll::;ic1~r~!J bt.!low that age group. 

SUlrting off with an assumed 100 l"i1i::S in th'-' 7 to 8 year nge class 

(Table 17) of which none was i.l "trophy", natur:ll mortality during 

winter has reduced the total number of rams pr~sent to 86, however, 

28 of these (33%) have now become "trophies". If these rams continue 

to live to the 9 to 10 year age class, l13tura1 mort,llity wi 11 have 

reduced their number to 65 of which 25 (387.) are "trophies". To wait 

a further year would reduce the total number present to 40 because of 

the heavy natural mortality rate of 3910 in this ilge class. Even 

though this age group has the highest percentage of "trophies" (42%) , 

only 17 rams fall into this category because of the small total number 

of rams remaining. 



8 to 9 year age class ~Iich could be hnrvested annually. Of tbese, 33% 

or 2 <1nilllals C.:lIl be expected to be "trophies," one may be a 40 inch rqm. 

Converting this into a practical ratio, it can be said that 100 "nursery" 

shl!e p (bands of ewes, year lings and about 1/3 of the 2 to 3 year old males) 

will produce 6 "good" rams Llnnually, ot which two will be "crophies". These 

6 rams can be h;lrvested every year on the basis of sustained yield, if 

they are taken in the 8 to 9 year age class. 

If hlll1til1g p(eS:;llrl~ is less intense, .:15 in inaccessible areas where only 

outfitters operate, preference may be given to rams that "make the" book" 

over a large total number harvested. Under such circumstances harvesting 

should be 1illlited to the 10 to 11 or even 11 to 12 year age classes_ As 

is obvious [r,)m Table 18, the chances of obtaining, 41, 42,43 inch rallS 

increases wit. h ~Ige. However, because of greatly increasing natural 

mortalities in these age groups, the total number that can be taken 

annually Ull llll~ hasis vi sustaincd yitdd becomes drastically reduced. 

Inspection nl Fi.gure 2 reveals that there are only 4 rams in the 10 

to 11 year <J1;e c I ass, aod only 2 in the 11 to 12 year age class. There f01e 
, I 

100 "nursery slH~e[>" wi.ll only pruduce Clb0ut 3 rams annually in the 10 

to 11 year 'q:."! cLass, one or t\-JO of tl1L>sc wi 11 be trophies. However, the 

chances are il1crll;HH;~d th,lt thc.!lll! tr()phics will "make the book". 



c) Optimizin;; of lbrvcsts: 

Of greater importance from the practical point of view than the annual 

incrf'm€'nts rtrp the tot.1l lE'n~rhs 0f the h0rns :md thei.r "rHlsslv(,~(>.c:s, 11 

which is usually expressed as circumference <1t base and at quarterly 

intervals, sinet' these characteristics determine the trophy value of 

a ram. A study of Figures 3 and 4 reveals the following interesting 

relCltionship. Both, total length of horns as well as circumference at: 

base show a high correlation with age lip to about the eighth year. 

After this thert' LS no further incre3se in the circumference at base 

and additiol1al increases in horn lengths proceed at a very small rate. 

This relationship has already been described by Sinunons (1968) and 

Wishart (1958). Simmons (1968) measured horn lengths of 159 Dall 

rams in the MacKenzie Mountains of the Northwest Territories. His 

curve, showing the correlation between horn length and age, levelled 

off at the 9 1/3 year of life. Further increases of horn lengths 

with age were insignificant. Wishart (1958) demonstrated that for 

Bighorn Sheep this corrclntion becomes negligible after the eighth 

year of life, and as far as the corrc'ntion between age and 

circumference at base was concerned l1is curve reached the asymptote 

already after the fourth year of life. 

These findings mllst be interpreted callt iOllsly. It is known that the 

horns of B given ram continue to grow both in length and in circumference 

throughout the animal's life. The above-mentioned correlations do not 

dispute this fact. However, great varintions are found between rams 

in horn growth characteristics (Table 140). The correlationo discussed 

above (Figure 3 and 4, Simnons, 1968; Wishort, 1958) incorporate 

measurements of many rams. They demonstrate three facts: Firstly, the 

lengths of the annual increments become progressively smaller with 

age, as is obvious from Table 14a and 16; Secondly, the probability 

of brooming increases with age; and Thirdly, rams with a faster growth 

rate per annual increment of horn die earlier than those with a slower 

growth rate. Both Geist (1966) and Nievergelt (1966) independently 

described the latter phenomen~~ and use'it in connection with evaluating 

ungulate population quality. 
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in compllting optimum harvest figures. E.:1rlier discussions of figure 2 

revealed that r~lms in their sixth grmvrng season and older are "legal': 

rams, under existing legislation, while those in their ninth growing 

season and olJo..!r are "good" rams. This statement must not be taken <.it 

fdCo..! vLliLlo..!, :;;incc there can be exceptional rams in the 6, 7, and 8 

year age groups, while there can be very poorly developed ones in the 

older age groups. But if a "trophy" is here arbitrarily defined as a 

set of horns \vhose lengths are at least 39 inches, then there are no 

trojlhlC~; dt ,]11 in the 6, 7, and 8 ye~1t· age classes, while 39% of the 

horns of tilc 9 year age class .:1nd older are trophies. Prefer"ence is 

given to the usc of 39 inches over 40 inches minimum length to quality 

as a "trophy" because 40 inch heads are not only very rare but also 

very "SPOCle! ic" in occurrence, which would make management for them 

very difficu It. In our sample of 46' sets of horns in the 8 to 9 

year age c 1 ~1:;S and older. 20/0 had a length of 40 inches or better. 

Inspectiu1l3 ,)f a much l.Jrgcr s[ltnpl~' size by the Yukon Game Bronch of 

hunter-killed trophies reveal that n percentage <IS high as 20 is 

very optimisLic (Table 18). 

Since the cil'cumfercncc 3t b~]se (Figure 4) does not change significantly 

after the :) to 9 year age class we wi 11 restrict further di3cussion on 

optimizing tlte harvest of "trophy" rams 1:0 a consideration of horn 

lengths only. Average horn lengths appear to increase to the oldest 

age classes, even though the annual rate becomes progressively smaller. 

However, the ;ldvilntages gained from this trend from the point of view of 

harvesting trophy rams, is counteracted by a greatly accelerating 

natural mortLllity rate in the old age class. 

Table 17 summarizes the relevant statistics necessary to compute optimum 

harvests. It is based on the .Jssumption that the natural mortality 

patterns of a hunted population is the same as that of a protected 

popu lation. We have so far no evidence to dispute this assumption. 

For comparative purposes, Table 18 is included here, which gives horn 

length statistics of D.Jll rnms taken during the 1973 hunting season in 

the southern and south-western Yukon Territory. The following facts must 

be kept in mind when comparing this Table 18 to Table 17. 
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Table: 
/ ,. 

I ,., 

Number of ITrophies" 1 

Age classes 

Sample size 

Mortality rate3 

Numbers present4 

Percen t Trophies 5 

Number of Trophies 

7 

in the legal age classes of rams. 

_ Sa 8 - 9 9 - 10 10 -11 11 - 12 

10 12 16 12 5 

14% 24% 39% 56% 86% 

100 86 65 40 18 

0 33X, 313% 42% 20% 

0 28 25 17 4 

1. "Trophy"is here defined as a horn length of 39 inches or more 

12 - 13 

1· 

100% 

3 

lOO% 

3 

2. The 7 to 8 year age class is used a5 a starting point since neither 

the 5 to 6 nor the p to 7 year age cla5scs contain trophies, even 

though they are legal. 

3. Based on Table I~ 

4. For case of calculation 100 rams wero asoumed to bo present. 

S. Based on data for Figure 3. 



Table: (,' 

!lorn lengths of 1)<111 rams taken in the southern and south-western Yukon Territory 

during the 1973 hunting season (Courtesy of Yukon Game Branch) 

.ng 

I: Range 
1d 
jesh Range 

h Central 
kon ** 

:hern Yukon 
oct location 
!termined) 

Le size 
horn leng1;hs 

~rs ) 39-
% 

~rs) 40" 
% 

~rs> 41 .. 
% 

ers) 42" 
% 

ers) 43" 
% 

4 - 5 

28.S" 

32.0 

31.? 

27.5 
33.7 

5 
30.6 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

ength of longest horn 

5 - 6 

30.0 
l? C') 

33.0 
J~.lJ 

211.5 
32.0 

3·1.0 

30.7 
:30.2 

29.5 
33.5 
30.2 
30.0 

13 
31.3 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

in inches 

6 - 7 

33.8 
7!1.5 
37..5 
:jj. j 
31.5 
3'3.5 
32.7 
30.2 
33.5 

34.5 
36.5 

37.0 
2).2 
33.2 

36.0 
31.0 
H.5 
39.7 

18 
32.5 

1 
6% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% . 

0 
0% 

, 

ountain ranges bordered by the Alaska 

7 - 8 

32.0 
37.7 
35.5 

32.5 
40.0 
36.2 
34.2 

35.4 
38.5 

34.5 
SG.7 
33.7 

36.5 
35.0 

14 
35.2 

1 
7% 

1 
7% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

8 - 9 

3-1.0 
31i.5 
35.8 
.,) -j. ~ 

35.5 
35.5 
35.5 
34.5 
37.0 

38.3 
36.7 
40.5 
32.0 
37.2 

33.5 
33.5 

30.7 
33.7 
30.8 

19 
35.6 

1 
5% 

1 
5% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

9 - 10 

38 .. 0 
35.5 . 
39.3 
i0 e S 
33.5 

33.7 
39.0 
42.0 
41.2 
33.0 
36.8 
36.2 

36.7 
33.7 
33.2 
36.5 
31.0 
37.2 

32.5 
37.5 
36.0 

21 
36.3 

4 
19% 

2 
10% 

2 
10% 

1 
5% 

0 
0% 

Highway in the North, 

usawa Lake - the west, The Yukon - B.C. border - the south, 

JI...'-- _ ___ .&.. 

10 - 11 

34.5 
38.0 
39.8 
3e.7 

37.0 
37.2 
34.0 
34.7 

39.2 
36.7 
40.2 
36.0 

36.5 
40.0 
34.7 
39.7 
34.2 
39.2 
42.0 
38.0 

34.8 
36.5 
34.8 
40.2 
41..2 

25 
37.4 

9 
36% 

5 
20% 

2 
8% 

1 
4% 

0 
0% 

11 - 12 

39.4 
34.0 

40.0 
36.5 
39.0 
313.0 

40.7 
40.5 
36.5 

35.5 
36.0 
39.0 
36.5 
43.2 

41.0 

15 
38.4 

a 
53% 

5 
33% 

2 
13% 

1 
7% 

1 
7% 

.12 - 13 

38.7 

1 
38.7 

0 
O~ 

0 
0% 

0 
0'" 

0 
0% 

0 
0% 

ll: 
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SUllunary of Sheep Survey in Suuth-centrlll Yukon 

Area Code 

<13 
1 <ll 

).< 
...: 2 
_rtI 

<13 3 
r-< 

<13 
4 .n 

<13 
ra 

5 

Sum 

_rtI 

c ro 6 
<ll <ll ,.1. ~ 

C ~ 
7 *** >....: 

<ll 
::r:: 8 1>'1 

Sum 

9 

10 

11 

12 

ro 13 
<ll 
~ 

14 ...: 
_rtI 15 
c 
0 16 '" .... 

..... 
r-< 17 
ro 
u 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

Sum 

Totals 

* 

** 

*** 

Numbers Observed * Numbers Estimated ** 

Nursery Rams Rams Nursery I I Sheep Lambs Legal Young . Sheep Lambs i 

82 30 14 22 200 75 

249 74 20 25 300 100 

50 24 8 15 60 30 

I 
20 10 3 5 30 15 

')t. 13 15 15 120 40 

(.55 151 I 60 I 82 710 260 
I 
I I 

123 (.6 18 32 7-{13'2.o) 220 100 

73 41 10 37 1-23 100 60 

81 31 15 25 /} 1-2<f-".,") 50 70 

277 118 43 94 470 230 I 
I 

I 

153 50 25 53 7 -22- 220 75 . 
0 0 0 0 "1-1.8 50 20 

114 33 0 0 7 -:<..1 150 50 

113 50 18 20 7- - 36 250 100 i 

I 55 19 0 2 J.). 7 55 20 
I ( 

23 5 2 3 1-3' iY 150 : 60 
I I, :3 ..... 

0 0 0 0 .. 0 0 

I I 
23 10 2 (. 4 - 03 40 20 

0 0 0 0 0 I 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

4 3 0 3 1-01 10 5 

0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 .. 
0 0 0 0 9 0 

I 

ll85 170 47 85 925 350 

1217 439 150 j 261 I 2105 840 
I -

These are the numbers actually observed during aerial surveys 
supplemented by ground checks in certain areas. 

R<Jm3 
Legal 

4U 

40 

10 

3 

25 

118 

45 

15 

30 

90 

3S 

10 

2S 

50 

0 

25 

0 

5 

0 

0 
·0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

150 

358 

These are the nun~ers estimated to be actually present in the 
areas. They are derived by supplementing the survey data by 
interviews with the outfitters in the area as well as reliable 
hunters and guides. They also take into consideration the 
intensity of the surveys, type of aircraft used, visibility and 
type of terrain surveyed. These numbers are thought to be 
wi thin ±. 15% of the true numbers. 

Are;) (Code No. 7) is partly within Callison's area, therefore 
the sheep here are split into equal halves between Heynen 
and Callison. 

I 
I 
i 

I 
I 

I 

I 

!() 

RUI~S 

Young 

50 

60 

20 

') 

?:..}-

160 

5~i 

3~ 

4~_ 

130 

65 

15 

35 

50 

5 

35 

0 

10 

0 

0 

0 

5 

0 

0 

0 

220 

510 
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21st, June, 1973 

TO: J. B. Fitzgerald, Director of Game 

FROH: Nanfred Hoefs, Biologist 

RE: Survt:y Flieht June 21st, 1973 

From 9:45am to 12:20pm (about 2 hours 20 minutes flight time) a 

survey was made of the Fish Lake - Ibex Mtn... - Ht. Arkell and Mt. Ingram 

areas. 

We used a small G - 2 helicopter. There was a strong wind, particul

arly at higher elevations which made the census very difficult. It was 

impossible to get into certain valleys. 

On the high mountain at the sou t!1\vl!S t cnd of Fish Lake, a total of 

3 different bands were observed totalling: 6 rams (2 legal size); 

47 nursery sheep and 14 lambs. It is possible that we missed 3 rams, since 

we saw a band of 9 on the return flight, but did not have enough gas for 

a close check. 

Only the easternmost part of the Nt. Arkell range was checked stretch

ing from about Ht. Ingram in the north to Nt;. Arkell in the south. Sheep 

were observed in four different localities. 1bey totalled: 12 rams (6 

legal size) 65 nursery sheep and 29 lambs. 

Because of the bad wind the range was not covered thoroughly and some 

sheep may have been missed. The Ht. Ibex area was checked last, but no 

sheep were observed. 

Total count for this flight = 18 rams (8 of legal size), 112 nursery 

sheep (ewes, yearlings and rams to 2 years of age) and 43 lambs. 

The ratio of 43 lambs to 112 nursery sheep, or about 38%, is con

siderable better than the ratio observed on Flat Mt. - Pilot Mt. yesturday. 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist 

""(IKON - 1I()\IJ.: (W TIlE I-':L()\:I>lKE" 



~ernment of the Yukon Territory 

TO: J. B. ~itzgerald, Director of Game 

FROM: t-lcl11fr!'d Hoefs, Biologis t 

RE: Survey Flight, June 22nd, 1973 

OUR FILE 

YOUR FILE 

25th, June, 1973 

Starting at l: lSpm to 3: lSpm (flying time approximately 2 hours and fo::-ty 

minutes) a hc;llco[J L er survey (G-2) was made of the mountainous area from Mt. 

Arkell west to Kusawa Lake. 

Despite iiltel1~;i.ve coverage and ideal flying conditions very few sheep were 

located. !\;mdll hand of ewes and lambs (11 nursery and 3 lambs) were located 

on the llortheriilllll!-; [ c:.;:tension 0,£ this range only a few miles south of the 

Takhini River. 1\·/< si.ngle rams (one of legal size) were observed at Kusm'J'a 

Lake vlhere Pcilllrosc River enters this lake. They were at the southern extremity 

of a -'~S'all mountaill range parollelillg the shores of Kusawa Lake. Another band 

of five rams (4 of legal size) were observed about half way between Mt. Arkcll 

and Kusawa Lake at thl~ south-facing slopes of this mountain range. 

It is dOllbt[u 1 that many shcc·p \vere missed, since our coverage was fairly 
!" 

detailed. (:)ur return we again flew over lbex Mountain and - as yestSolrday - no 

sheep were fuLllld here. There are .:1lso no sheep on the Golden Horn Nountain s0uth 

of Whi tehorse. Thi s mountain has no winter range and no escape terrain; however t 

alpine elevations are continuous [l"UIII Fish Lakl! .:.Illd sheep can conceivably C1:0SS 

over to this mountain. 

During a moose survey flight in late winter fourteen mature rams had been 

observed on winter ranges along Priml-ose River near Kusawa Lake, not too far from 

where the two ramS were observed on thi s flight. 

Hanfred Hoefs, 
Biologist . 

.. Y l 'I, () N - I J () \ IF (W TIl E I, U ) N j) IKE" 
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SURVEY FLIGH'r June 19, 1973 

Accompanied by W. C. Sinclair a game count was made from 

0930 hours to 1330 hours (about three hours flying time and a one 
?- t 

hour;.;; lunch Lr~dk. at. Carcros.:;) with a·~helicopt~r. 
() 0 

The Mt. Lorne area has good sheep habitat for perhaps fifty 

shccPJ but no sheep nor sheep signs were observed. A grizzly sow 

wi th one cub was seen on the mountain south of Mt. Lorne in 

alpine habi ta t. This mountain is primarily caribou habitat, it 

has very little escape terrain for sheep. 

Mt. Lansdowne to the southeast was surveyed next. Again this 

mountain area is primarily caribou habitat, with very few cliffs 

and no win ter range to speak of. No animals were observed. 

We proceeded south ward to survey the caribou mountains area 

north of Carcross. On the northern most knob five large caribou 

were found at alpine elevation above the Carcross Road. Three 

were old bulls and the other two ei ther young bulls or cows. Only 

two young rams, about three years old, were seen on this range. 

The nursery band that A. J. Squirechuk. saw earlie~ this spring was 

not found. 

Nares Mountain east of Carcross was surveyed next. It has 

some excellent goat and sheep habitat, both winter range and escape 

terrain, but only one caribou cow wi th a calf was observed on the 

east slope of this mountain o 

Going back to Whitehorse we surv(~yed the "Gray Ridgell along 

the west side of the Carcross Road. 'rhis entire Ridge is excellent 

sheep and goat habitat, with winter range and escape terrain along 

the en tire wes t face. We only observed two 'cow caribou near the 

southern end of this range, four ewes with two lambs along the west 

face at SUb-alpine elevation, opposite the area where the Wheaton 

River flows into the valley from the west, three rams (one legal, 

one four years old, one two years old) also along the west side of 

the Gray Ridge about one mile north of the nursery band and one more 

band of three rams, with the same age distribution, on a limestone 

knob along the east side of Gray Ridge, half way between Needle 

Mountain and Gillian Mountain ... There is a slight possibility that 



these two ram bands were the same, but the distance between those 

two observation point was three miles and it is unlikely that they . .. . 

coveredV·~istance is less than fifteen minutes. 

Dccausc of strong winds this survey on Gray Ridge was only 

superfi~al ond should be done again in calm weather. The range 

is largo enough to support at least one hundred sheep and up to 

sixty have been observed from the Carcross Road only a few years 

~, , " ~~ ~,' .. 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologisto 

/" 
..: /. 

/ ) .-
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25, June! 1973 

TO: J. B. Fitzgernld, Director of Game 

FROM: Manfred Hoefs, Biologist 

RE: Survey Flight, June 23rd, 1973 

Starting at ':J:05am to 12;15pm (about 2.8 hours flying time) an area approx

imately bordered by Fish Lake in the north, Alligator Lake and Watson River in 

the south, ill1d Rose Lake in the west was surveyed by helicopter (G-2). The 

weathcr was I:ood Gnd most areas were surveyed in great detail. 

There ~n-e no sheep or sheep sign on Mt. McIntyre. lve also did not see any 

sheep around Mt. Granger, south of Fish Lake, even though this area is covered 

by many trai 1 s. It is possible that the sheep population from the range north 

o[ Fish Lake <.:rosses over to this range later on in the summer. 

The area between Mt. Granger and Alliga tor Lake consists largely of al~ine. 

flat plateaus, which are not sheep habitat but would support caribou. 

The area between Alligator Lake and l-latson River in the south, Rose Creek 

in the west llnd a wide valley in the north is excellent sheep habitat and bands 

were observed in six different locations. Coverage was fairly good, and I assume 

that 75% of the sheep on this range were located. 

The total number of sheep observed on this range was 35 ramS (10 of legal 

size), 81 nursery sheep and 31 lambs. This includes two big bands of 69 nursery 

with 28 lambs and another band of 30 rams. 

Nursery sheep here includes not only yearlings and two year old rams but also 

a few three year old rams, which was ncver observed in the Kluane Park. 

One of the best sheep ranges discovered so far is the area of some 50 square 

mi les borde red by Rose Lake in the west and Rose Creek in the east and south. 

Sheep were located in five different areas Mlong the west and south slopes, and 

the majority of them was at very low elevations, 3500 feet, below tree line, 

possibly at a lick. The west slopes of this r,lI1ge ~lbove Rose Lake, around Prim

rose Mountain, is excellent sheep habitat with iln ideal combination of winter 

ranges at low elev3tion. escape terrain llnd lambing ground in the form of very 

rugged cliffs above, and extensive summer range directly adjacent to the escape 

terrain. These sheep do not have to cross <'lny valleys on their annual migrat;l.on. 

A serious attempt should be muds to prclifHvc this unique sheep range. 

'1'he totnl number of sheep seen on this range was 47 rams (at least 10 of 

legal size), 73 nursery sheep and 41 lambs. The nUl'sery sheep included possibly 

3 three-year old rams as well as a number of two-year old rams. 

'!'he aeria 1 coverage of this area was in great detail, and I assume that we 

located 90% of the sheep on this range. 

Total classification for these two ranges censused today: 

82 rams (at least 20 of legal size) 

154 nursery sheep (ewes. yearlings, many two-year olds and a few three-year 
old rams 

72 lambs 

The lamb to ewe ratio of 72:154 or 47% is the best so far encountered on this 

summer '5 surveys. Considering that there were a few three-year old rilms in the 

nursery bands, which had not been observed in other areas, the real lamb crop will 

be over 50%, which is very good by any standard. 



Takillg into account the details of the coverage, size of the area and 

weather conditions, 1 estimate that the total number of sheep on these two 

ranges is about 100 mature rams (with perhaps 25 legal sized ones), 200 nursery 

sheep and 100 lambs. 
H. ,'-: 

It i.s i "tprp"tin~ that on today's !)l1t'vcy all shc<"p hrlot-T the snoHline and 

the grea t rna j ori ty of them was a t very low eleva tions, 3500 to 5000 feet. 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist. 



26th, June, 1973 

'fo: J. n. Fitzgerald, Director of Game 

FRON: H'l111. red lil.lefs, IHologist 

RE: Survl:'y Flight June 25th, 1973 

From 1:15pm to 3:15pm (2.3 hours flying time) a survey was made by Jet 

Ranger of the mountain range between Rose Lake and Kusawa Lake. Sheep were 

enc(Junt~n:d ill four locations, but only t;wu lwd substantial numbers. The rams 

appear to be concentrated around Sandpiper Creek at the north end of this 

mountain rallgc!. A tota 1 of 30 rams were found here, of which 15 were of legal 

size. One single goat W<:IS also observed here. A great concentration of nursery 

sheep and youn,; rams were loc<lted on <:In alpine plateau in the southeastern corner 

of this range above Primrose IUver and the southern half of Rose Lake. We 

observed here 146 nursery sheep (including some young rams) wi th 48 lambs. 

The total number of sheep observed on this range was 42 rams (17 of legal 

size), 153 nursery sheep with 50 lambs; pIlls one goat. The coverage was fairly 

good and I estimate that 907. of the sheep on this range were found. The winter 

range of this population is mainly along t~e so~thern boundary of this range, 

above the Takhini River and in the Sandpiper Creek area in the northern portion. 

The west face above Kusawa Lake is extremely steep and rugged wi th almost no 

vegetation cover. Not 8 single animal was observed here. I estimate the total 

sheep population of this range to be abouL 50 rumS (20 legal size); 170 ewes, 

yearlings and young rams and 60 lambs. 

The lamb to ewe ratio observed 50:153 or 33% is very low, but some three w 

year old rams were included. A better estimate would be around 40%, since some 

small lambs were probably overloukcd. 

During the return flight we surveyed a srn.lll mountain range between Alligator 

Lake and Two-Horse Creek in the north and th~ \~.:Jtson River in the south. We 

found two large nursery bands as well as two isolated young rams. The total 

population was 2 rams, 53 nursery sheep <lnu 19 lambs. The counts were accurate 

and so was the survey. I doubt whether any more sheep were on this range at the 

time. The ratio of lambs to ewes of 19:53 or 36'1. is poor. No three-year old rams 

were observed in these nursery bands. There is good winter range along thl! Watson 

River south of Twin Mountain as well as opposi te Mt, Hodnett. The range is not 

more than 20square miles in size, and would therefore have a density of about four 

sheep per square mile. However, I assume that the sheep move off the mountain 

range later on in the summer. The lack of mature rams on the range supports this 

assumption. 

We did not see any sheep along Coal Lake, but K. Squirechuk and W. Klassen 

saw 4 mature rams on the mountain northwest of Coal Lake a few weeks ago. These 

may have come over from Fish Lake. Double Mountain, southeast of Coal Lake, is 

not sheep habitat, and no animals nor trails were found. 

Manfred Hoefs. 
Biologist. 



TO: J. ll. Fit2gernld, Director of Game 

From: Manfred Hoefs, Biologist 

RE: Game Survey - June 27th, 1973 

:\(,C'C'!1lp'l::i .'r'! h~,: !~()y !~l'iJlI\c .1 g:1:-:1C !:;t:r\'cy ~ ... ".:JS 1::~Hlc in soutll\,JL~terl1 Yukun ill ~n 
area bordered by Frederick Lake in the North, Kusawa Lake in the east, Haines 
llighHay in the we!>t and the B.C. - Yukon boundary in the south. 

'I'll,' Sllrv .. ·/ h',IS made by JeL :wJ1:;cr from 2 :OOpm tLl 7 :OOpm (approximately 4.6 
hours flying time). Weather was sunny to overcast, with one short sho~.,er. 

The covel-,Ige un this survey flight varied. It was good in the northern 
ha 1 f ()f th i s l'. mgc, where perhaps 7070 to 801', of the animals were loca ted. It 
W'lS not as ),,()od ill the sUlItlwrn half, because poor weather and a lot of snow 
on the grl""l.! 1il~](Il' accurnte counts difficult. I estimate that perhaps only 50% 
of tht' "lIilll;'['; were located. 

It is rl· ... :.ollable to say th:1t this area is by far the poorest so far surveyed; 
large tracts III it, p:lrticlllarly ill the sout.h, are completely devoid of wildlife. 
There is no dUllbt that the currying capacity for sheep and goats is lower here 
than in are:I'; I.urth of Frederick Lake or cast of KU$ilWa Lake, but part of this 
lack of .1nilll,j} ,; will 110 doubt be due to hunting along the Haines Road. 

Nost dl'pn'ssi IIg was the disappe;]rance of goats in this area. which was at 
une time Yuk,,"'s L"ttE;r gO<lt IlilbitaL WE; only ~ounted a total of 7 goats, one 
isolated billy in til" Pas:; Creek area, and one nursery band consisting of 4 
nannies, 1 ),,',11 ling and 1 kid, alOI1[; the west side of Devilhole Creek. There is 
no doubt thai: .'.onll' goats, particularly isolated ones, will have been missed, but 
I doubt that 11,15 l'ntirc arc;] Il<lS IIll)rt.' t11;.11l 30 to 40 goats left. 

About 'I t ,. 5 Vl:~]rs :i:~U 1'_ Sqllirechuk flew p:lrt of this are;] and estimated 
that there w.'r,' SO to 60 gO;lts betwl'l'll KUSdW:] Lake and the small lakes along the 
hCildwaters 01 "l-l'dl'rick IUveL 11(' Cuul1teu over 30 goats just along these head
waters. Th(':d',;oals have .:11 but dis.!ppeared. Goat hunting should be stopped 
immediately lIlll II we know exactly hilI, lIlallY goats we have left and until these 
have had a c1':'Il<.:e to build up again til hUlltablc numbers. 

Most of til i s .,re:) is Ilut sheep habi t.1t. 'I'lwre is too much snow and lack of 
winter rilngl~~;, 51111111 b,lIlds were located in the following locali-ties: 12 nursery 
sheep and 3 1.J1I.1)0 "round Ark Mountain, (lnll 15 11l1l-llcry sheep plus 5 lambS on t.he 
small mountaIn 1.0 the W('st of Al-k ~hlll'llain. A b'md 01' 15 nursery sheep plus 8 
lambs were {ll,~a'rve,i n0:Jr the headwaters of Pass Creek. on its north side. A total 
of 7 rams (5 of lel'"l ~ize), 12 nurs..,ry shc('p and 2 lambs were located on the 
mountain (+ 72()'i) ,;outh of Frederi<.:k Lake, ;.lIld a sm:lll band of 3 young l"ams on 
the muuntilin ";Ist <)1' the 'l';lkh;Jllnc River. On "Klllkshu" Mountain south of Klukshuk 
Lake and alollt~ the lIaine9 lIighway a tot,ll of 8 rUms were observed of which 3 were 
of legal siz(!. I,HSl. fall we obsl,rvt!d about 30 l1\ll'SlU'Y !lheep on ehis range, but 
We did not svo them on this flight. Because of I.Jad w('nther the area along the 
west shore of FredeL-ick River could llul be surveyt·c! iJnd some sheep may have been 
missed here. 

The totiJl number of sheep classified was as follows: 18 mature rams (of 
which 8 were of legal size), 54 nurS('ry :;hecp (ewes, yearlings and very few young 
rams) and 18 lambs. This ratio of 18:54 0I' 337. productivity is very poor. In 
addition at least 30 nursery sheep are known to use the Klukshuk Mountain, but 
have not been observed this time. 

Considering the details of the coverage, weather and snow conditions I 
estimated the tutal number of sheep on this area as about 25 mature rams (10 of· 
legal size), 120 nursery sheep and about 40 lambs. As already pointed out, 
the goat population is probably not morc thiJn 30. 

,3", ti! I.... f......, 311 f. ~I 

~"'~ ~~ i ,..~) ,,,: .. ,t.'1 ,It, K'I {. -A: If-.:" -br:r-. .:;' • 

.rJ,I!.v, 't'/ /~ c~ 

Nanfr<-'d Hoefs, 
Biologist. 



GlI.ME SURVEY July n I 1973 

Starling at 10:30 AM and returning to Whitehorse at 6:00 PM 

il survL!y W<.lS mad~ of th~ area bordered by the Whea ton River in the 

south, the Watson River in the north, Primose River and Lake in the 

We stopped at Carcross for lunch and refill, the total fly

ing time w~s ~ hours. 

Even though the Red Ridge and Mt. Hodnett area had a number 

of sheep trails and some win ter range, no sheep were observed 

here during this survey. 

The' area south of Mt. Hodnett, which includes the following 

peaks: Vesuvius Hill, Gold Hill, Pugh Peak and Mt. Perkins, was 

covered in great detail, bands of sheep were observed in these 

four locations. The total number of sheep in this area was 105 

nursery sheep and 34 lambs. This inclfided a very large band of 

70 nursery sheep with 18 lambs, of which a photograph was taken. 

A few 3-year old rams were with the nursery sheep, but no 

mature rams. This lamb ewe ratio is very poor. No mature rams 

were observed un this range. 'l'he coverage of this area was very 

good, and I estimate that the total number of nursery sheep here 

does not exceed 120 animals. The mature rams appear to move off 

to neighbouring areas. The winter range of this population 

appears to be along the Wheaton River in the northeast corner of 

this range. 

The coverage of the large range around Mt. Skukum was less 

intense, particularly the southern half could only be surveyed 

superficially. I estimate that no more than 60% of the sheep on 

this range were located g Bands were observed in 13 different 
, ~tI.-( 

locations .. 'I'he total c~ld was 38 mature rams of which about 

18 were of legal size, 113 nursery sheep and 50 lambs. 

The lambs to ewe ratio was much better than in the other 

area surveyed, and in one band of 20 nursery sheep wi th 13 lambs 

was extremely good. Winter range we located along Primrose River 

and Primrose Lake and in a few places along the Wheaton River. 

No goats were observed in this area. 

12 
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Skukum Creek was not surveyed, and the headwaters of the Wheaton 

River were only looked at superficially. 

Total coun ts for this survey were 38 mature rjlms of which 

perhaps 18 \vVro of legal size, 218 nursery sheep, which includes 

ewes, yearllnys, 2-year old rams and a few 3-year old rams v 84 

lambs. 

Considering the degree of coverage and intensity of survey 

I estimate tLc total number of sheep in this range to be about 

50 mature r<:lllls, 250 nursery sheep and 100 lambs. 

Manfred Hoefs, 

Biologist. 



., 
July 20, 1973 

A helicopter survey (G-2) was made of various areas around 

Tagish and Bennett Lakes. The weather was sunny but windy. We 

worked out of Carcross and flew a total of 5.3 hours. 

On the way to Carcross Caribou Mto was check~d again, and 

not a siny10 sheep or caribou was observed this time. The 

sheep mus t move off the mountains I presumably to "Grey Ridgell to 

the west, since Nares Mt. to the south of Caribou Mtol also has 

no sheep on it. Nares Mt. as well as Caribou Mt. have good 

winter ranges and excellent excape terrain, and each could easily 

support at least a population of 50 sheep. However, both mountains 

can easily be kept under surveillance from Carcross, and according 

to Kit Squirechuk the Carcross Indians shoot any sheep on these 

moun tains as soon as they show up. 

We next surveyed Jubilee Mountain ·range between Tagish Lake, 

Taku Arm and Little Atlin Lake. We did not see any animals on 

this range. For the most part it is caribou terrain l but there 

are some steep, rugged limestone ridyes, particularly along Taku 

Arm, which would be suitable for goats. I estimate that at least 

50 goat could live on this range. We did not see any trails either, 

so that animals could never have been abundant here. 

Lime Mt. range was surveyed next. It is the name arbitrarily 

given to the area bordered by 'raku Arm in the east, Tagish Lake 

in the north, Windy Arm in the West, and the B.C.-Yukon boundary 

in the south. No animals were seen in the eastern half of this 

range. This is a fairly rugged limestone area, which appears to 

be very dry. Vegetation cover even in alpine arcas is very low 

and scanty. There are no lush alpine meadows. The area has, 

however l very good escape terrain and some winter range along its 

south-western border. There were a few trails and two oJd pellet 

groups, presumably from goat/were located, while the helicopter 

was being refuelled. The carrying capaci ty of this area will be 

low; but still up to 30 goat should be able to live here. The 

western portion of this range is better wildlife habitat. It is 
4'HOI'(/rr 
muskier and the vegetation cover more lush. We counted a total 

of 8 mature goats and 4 kids along Windy Arm in 2 bands on a 

/2 
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high alpine ridge o These mountains are continous in to BoC., so 

that the "·ukon population" is diificult to estimate. However, 

since the qoat we saw were nursery bands, some billy goat should 

be 3rounu ,;omC'.:!lcrc. J:'crh;:.ps they V.rc ;;ou th of the bordcl.~ .. 

Montana Mto was surveyed next o It is perhaps the best goat 

h'.1bitat :';0 far seen in the Yukon Q and it resembles BoC o goat 

ranges all the Haines Highwayo Unfortunately a road leads up this 

mountain from Carcross and mining scars, old buildings and other 

remains ilre found everywhere o People can drive to an altitude of 

over 6000 fee t, ilnd it is therefore no wonder· that the goat have 

almost been exterminated from this area o A small band of six 

goat and 3 kids are still around and were located above Bennett 

Lake o This rilnge is continuous into B.C. so that influx as well 

as emigrul.10n of animals will occur. 

/h ... 
Along west ~ goats were only observed between Munroe 

Lake and B('nnett Lake. We saw 7 mature goats and 2 kids o The 

Partridgl: Kivcr and South Macauley Creek areas are also typical 

goat country, but on this we saw only trails and a few 

tracks in the snow. All these ranges are continunous into B.C o , 

which makes population estimates for the Yukon impossible. 

We returned to Carcross along the northern shores of 

Macauley Creek and West Arm. Here we are back into Sheep country. 

We saw a to l:al of 23 nursery Bhecp wi th 5 lambs and 5 rams of 

which 2 were of legal size in 3 different bands. 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist. 
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GANE SURVEY - July 27, 1973 

Working ou t of Carcross we surveyed the area bordered by 

Bennett Lakf~, West Arm and B. C. boundar~ in the south, Primrose 

L<lkc in the I-IC!> t and the rlho ... tun Ri vcr in Lht.! 1l0L" til ,mJ eas to 

'l'he sheep population in this area is small and no goats 

havc been oh';crvrd. 

The area has some good caribou range, in particularly the 

range ex tending northward from S tony Moun tain, and also Ta~ly-Ho 

Mt. as well as Mt. Stevens are better sui ted for caribou than 

for sheep. 'l'hese mountains have large alpine Plateaus with 

rolling physiography, but no escape terrain nor winter range. 

Three car ibou we re observed sou th of Carbon Hill. 

The western most portion of the area surveyed, between the 

headwaters of MaCauley Creek and Primrose Lake is very poor 

wildlife habitat. Large portions are covered with ice, rugged 

cliff or scree slopes. No animals were observed here; and only 

a few trails were seen along the south end of the Primrose Lake, 

where also one ewe and one lamb was seen, which were, however, on 

"'~ V -i -.;,. the B.C. side of the boundary. 

The remaining area northeas t to Uecker Creek is fairly good 

sheep country. Unfortunately a mining road in the Becker Creek 

area and many scars on the moun tain;.!' from exploration acti vi ties 

must have had great effects on the sheep population, for we saw 

very few animals and no legal rams at all. 

We saw today two separate bands of sheep, one with 1 ram, 

10 nursery sheep and 3 lambs. Reproduction appears" to be very 

poor. 

At the southern boraer of this range, along MaCauley Creek 

we saw yesterday 3 rams 25 nursery sheep and 5 lamb3. 

Abou t 20 nursery sheep wi th lambs were seen on a lick of 

this range, along the Wheaton River about one week ago. 

The coverage during this survey was pretty good and I 

estimate from 70 to 80% of the sheep were located. I therefore 

estimate that the total sheep population south of the Wheaton 

Ri ver is probably not better than 100, cons is ting of perhaps 

10 mature rams, GO to 70 nursery sheep, and possibly 20 lambs. 

No goats were found during today's survey. If the odd 
goat does show up, for instance along the headwaters of the 
Wheaton River and McCauley Creek, it should be left alone and not 
shot, so that the goat population in this dcpovcrishea area are 
given a chance to build up. 

- . 



GAME SURVEY July /.8, 1973 (afternoon) 

In the afternoon, between 1:45 PM and 5:00 PM (flying time 

abou t 3.4 hours) a survey was made of three 'mountain,!!' ranges in 

t.:~c..' \.. .. ~l"ll~:l-' ... h;nl~ ..lrc,:.J. h'c- u.:;c..~ ... i ...l l~ .. ~.ll. 4 ',"" ll-l 11l~licvpt~:-1' \,·~).i\"':l 

worked much better in strong wind than the G-l,' even though we 

had an extra passenger. 

The firs t range surveyed i;J located north of Champagne between 

Mendenhall River and Cracker Creek. This range consists of three 
" 

separate units, but only the large western unit had sheep on ~o 

We had al~iO seen sheep on this range in mid-winter: it can there-

fore, be ,\~sumed that these sheep are year-round residents. During 

this surv,-,y all sheep were found at the northern e?Ctremi ty of this 

runge, 011 'wn tly inclining I north facing meadows. Ram and nursery 

bands wcce found together. We saw 11 mature rams, of which perhaps 

5 were of legal size, and one large band of 27 nursery sheep with 

10 lamb~. Coverage was very good, and I doubt that we missed any 

sheep. The total population is there~ore around 50 sheep, and 

reproducti<ln is fair. This area appears to be well suited for a 

popula ti Hl study, since these sheep appears to be confined to 

this ran'Je. 

The n, 'x t range covered is located between Cracker Creek and 

Aishihik 1<. LveL". Unfortunately we could only survey the southern 

half of l.hi_s range north to 61% latitude. 
7 rams 01 \/hi<:l1 three were of legal size. 

We only saw one band of 
One was a good 'ram and 

would medS1ire 40". This range is, con tinuous to the north and t 

therefort~ '-l population estimate was not possible. No ewes were seen, 

,they were probably utilizing the northern half of this range, which 

has so f~r noL been surveyed. 

The last range surveyed today is located between Jo-JO Lake an<\ 

Kusawa Lukl'. This arca is cxcoll(~n t sheep habitat" with winter 

ranges lOCi:! ted along the sou thern and sou theastern portion. There 

is excellen t escape terrain above Jo-Jo Luke and also along portj.ons 

of Kusawa Lake. We located 7 different bands of sheep. The rams 

were located on the northern portion of this range o We saw a total 

of 23 mature rams, of which a total of about 8 were of legal size. 

On the southern half of this range we saw 6 different nursery 

bands, varying in size from 2 to 36 animals. The total number 

counted was 50 nursery sheep with 24 lambs. This is an excellent 

lamb to ewe ratios for this time of year, it is one of the best 

found during the entire summer surveys. The coverage was very good, 



/2 July 28 (afternoon) 

but since this range is fairly large a few sheep will have been 

overlooked o I therefore estimate the tot.al number of sheep 

on this area at 25 mature rams. 60 nursery sheep and 30 lamb~o 

Whc ther or not this population is "discrete" is not knowno 

,.:tI\- .• 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist. 



1...l/\..Ml'~ ;JlJitVl",,1 - V u~y /.."J« .L:J I...) 

Wor)...i.llg out of Champagne an area was surveyed which is 

bordered by Jo-do Lake and Creek in the cast, the Shakwak Valley 

with Frederic Lake in the south and, the Dezadeash River in the 

West, and the Alaska Highway in the north. 

Thi~ are~ iA excpllent sheep hab~tat. and the densities 

observed approach that of Kluane National Park. Unfortunately the 

weather W<l:j not cooperating. We had very strong winds and a 

consi.d<.:r ..... u.ll..! ..... mount of low clouds o We used the small G-2 helicopter 

and it Wus of ten not possible to get close to the sheep for 

accura tc c Luss.i.f i.cations. The total flying time was approximately 

3 hours Lur- the survey, plus an additional 105 hours ferry time 

from Whit<.:hvrsc. Because of the weather conditions and the small 

helicoptt: t" ~overuge was not too good today, but I es timate that 

about 75% ui the sheep on this range were located. 

We located bands, in 10 different locations on this range, 

but the hl!dviest concentration was 'foUl;d in the northern half of 
v<1r/e.:J 

this ran(j'~v lJ;)nd size carried from as few as 3 sheep to as high 

as 70. A I )t~jl of 41 mature rams were located of which perhaps 

20 were ul. Leq . .!l size. '1'his is an estimation since we were not 

able to yl~ L close enough to the sheep wi thou t helicopter. 

We cuunted a total of 249 nursery sheep (ewes, yearling, two-

year old r'l.l\::; plus a few three-year old rams) and 74 lambs. In 

addi tion <1 . ;hecp were not cliws.ified, most likely they were mature 

rams. 

BeCall~;'! of the great heigh t from which classification had to be 

made, the l.!mb count .is most likely an underes.timation of the true 

productivit'! ot this herd, and this low lamb to ewe ratio should 

not be used for comparisons. 

Consid"ring the degree of coverage, visi~ility and flying 

condition~ [ estimate that the total population of this area will 

be about ~)O mature rams, 300 nursery sheep and at least 100 lambs. 

giving a total of 450 sheep as mid summer population for this range. 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist. 



GM1£ SURVEY - .July ?0, 1973 (afternoon) 

Working out of Haines Junction an area was surveyed which 

is bordered by the Dezadeash River in the southeast l the Haines 

Hwyo in the west. and the Alaska H\Vy. in the north. This area 

is officially known as Dezadeash Range. In it -wv located a 

number of Likes a t sub-alpine and alpine elevations I large 

enough to lund a float plane on. Granitl;;) Lake is one of them. 

We flew with a G-2 helicopter from approximately 2:00 PM to 

5:00 PM. Flying time was about 2 hours I plus an additional 

1.5 hours furry time back to Whitehorse. The weather was just 

as poor as during the morning survey, and details and degree 

of coverage were again much effected and not too good. The 
.. ' /: 

area did not pro~ to be as good a sheep range as I had pre-

viously assumed. Only the northern half of this range is sheep 

habitat. This half, however I is as good as any sheep range. 

We located 6 different bands 0'£ sheep in the northern 

portion of this range. Only one band of 22 mature rams were 

located l of which probably 10 were of legal size. The total 

number of nursery sheep was 82, they had 32 lambs wi th them. As 

in this morning's survey the lamb coun t will be an underestimation 

because of the conditions of this survey. Another band of 14 

unclassified sheep were observed, which most likely were rams. 

There definitely was no lamb in that band. Taking into consider

a tion the condi tions of this survey I I es timate the total number 

of sheep on this range at about 200. classified ~s follows: 40 

mature rams (perhaps 20 of legal size), 110 nursery sheep and 

50 lambs. 
)... LoU 4 I~/. 7 J ,Is. (,/, ... 
~ A """'~y /t <&>otA- /t""/""_ 

A:-,;-''';;-"",- /7Y. ~'4 / .. ,,~ 
,/ 

Manfred Hoefs, 
Biologist. 



,July 31,1973 

Accompanied by Roy REINKE and Dave MOSSOP I a survey was 

made with D J"t Ranqer of the mountain ran~cs hetween Primrose 

Lake in the east, 'rakhini River in the north, Kusawa Lake in 

the west:, :lnd the Yukon·.B.C. boundury in the south. 

ThLS area is split into two equal halves by the Takhini 

Lake and I{iver.. The eastern half, arbritarily referred to as 

Rothwel.1. l;lacier Range, was surveyed first. 

Sh«'1' were observed in 8 different bands, mainly above 

Primros(' j,:lke o We counted a total of 100 nursery sheep with 

31 IDlIllx: u Cuverage was fairly good, and I assume that 80% of 

the aniflldls were located. There is exchange of animals between 

this ran<Jl' and Mtu Ma.Cauley Range, across the south end of 

Primros~ L.lkl'" We saw a band of 14 nursery sheep and 2 lambs 

cross tht~ Liver going east. This emi9ration may also account 

for the Lick of mature rams during this survey. 

I (,;: t Lm'l Le the total (winter) population of sheep on this 

ranrJc il t ',j Ill:, ture rams, 120 nursery sheep and 40 lambs. 

Mo:. l li.;:';Pl'uinting was the complete absence of goats, 

particul .. u y ;;ince the 'l'ilkhini Lake and River country is one of the 

areas wh '.1" Ou tfi tter Callison is supposed to get the "odd" goat • 
./0\ 

The ::,'cond portion of the area surveyed, between Takhini Lake, . ,,,~. '1" 
r • )~, '\.1 :t-.... \ ~.t Kusawa L lk" and the Yukon-U.C. boundary, has been the poorest area 

(,l"', -,) 

~.;J .N"'~r·~t( surveyed ~: u far. ,.1 
~.,I. ,"oil' 

Not a single animal was observed. 

,leV' The l',.>un l. ry is rugged, it has many valley glaciers, cliffs 

and scre' ;:lopc, perhDps not more than 10% of it has vegetation 

cover. ,;OIlIC of the croeks, however, would be sui table for goats. 

I am con !il.ced that a small goat population of perhaps 50 animals 

could be,:olilc c:;,;tablished here, if <]oats were protected for a few 

years so lha t they have the chance to build up. They would 

HHWX natllr"llly move into this area from B.C. in the south, where 

they are slill fairly abundant. 

Manfred Hoefs .. 
Biologist. 
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